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LONDON:  Manchester United’s solitary defeat 16
games in to Ole Gunnar Solskjaer’s caretaker reign in
charge against Paris Saint-Germain exposed the gulf
the English giants still have to bridge to become a
European powerhouse once more.

But that the Red Devils travel to Paris today trailing
only 2-0 from the first leg of their Champions League
last 16 tie is thanks to David de Gea. The Spanish num-
ber one made two brilliant stops from Kylian Mbappe
and Juan Bernat three weeks ago as PSG threatened to
run riot to again underline his calibre as one of the best
goalkeepers in the competition.

With Paul Pogba suspended for the return to his
native city, De Gea is the one United player who could
walk into a PSG side that has divided goalkeeping
duties between 41-year-old Italian legend Gianluigi
Buffon and Alphonse Areola this season.

Worryingly for United that prospect is all too real
with De Gea so far holding out in contract negotiations
to prolong his current deal beyond the summer of 2020.
According to reports, De Gea is seeking at least parity
with Alexis Sanchez as the club’s highest earner.

The Chilean joined United on a contract worth up to
£500,000 ($660,000) a week including bonuses last
January, but has not had anywhere near the desired
impact, scoring just five goals in 41 appearances.

By contrast, De Gea has won United’s player of the
year for four of the past five seasons and believes his
consistency should be rewarded. But for a matter of
minutes on the final day of August in 2015, De Gea’s

career could have been very different. A similar con-
tract standoff between the player and club seemed to
pave the way for a move to Real Madrid only for the fax
confirming the transfer to miss the deadline.

Madrid have since gone onto win the Champions
League for the past three seasons with Keylor Navas in
goal. The Costa Rican has performed well, but is not
seen as being in De Gea’s class, as evidenced by the
fact Real pounced to sign Thibaut Courtois earlier this
season when the Belgian also refused to extend his
contract at Chelsea.

PSG, JUVENTUS INTERESTED 
As Real have reigned in Europe, United have faded.

In the four seasons before De Gea signed, Alex
Ferguson’s side reached three Champions League finals.
In the seven seasons since, United have made the quar-
ter-finals just once and look likely to fall short of the
last eight once more.

Courtois’s arrival appears to have closed the door to
a move to Madrid. However, PSG and Italian champions
Juventus are reportedly interested and could offer De
Gea the guarantee of Champions League football-while
United battle just to make the Premier League’s top
four once more-as well as a better chance to compete
in the latter stages unless big changes are made at Old
Trafford.

Solskjaer hailed De Gea as “the best goalkeeper in
the world” this week as he pleaded with him to commit
his future to the club. The Norwegian has lifted the

mood of players, staff and fans with is affable nature off
the field and much improved results on it, making him
the front runner for the manager’s job on a full-time
basis.

A huge task remains ahead for whoever is in charge,

though, not just to recruit the right players to make
United contenders for titles at home and on the conti-
nent once more, but to convince one of their few truly
world class talents United’s new project is worth hang-
ing around for. —AFP

De Gea’s career crossroads a 
danger to Man Utd’s revival

Real have reigned in Europe, United have faded

PARIS: Manchester United’s Norwegian caretaker manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer attends a press conference at the Parc
des Princes stadium in Paris yesterday, on the eve of their UEFA Champions League round of 16 second leg football
match against Paris Saint-Germain. — AFP

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Paris Saint-Germain v Manchester United 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 1
FC Porto v AS Roma 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 2

PARIS: Injury deprived him of what looked like a last
chance at World Cup glory last year, but Dani Alves is
now spurred on by the dream of lifting the trophy with
Brazil in Qatar in 2022. “I don’t have an expiry date. My
body is my answer-when I see that I can no longer com-
pete, when my head is not in it anymore, it will be the
time to stop,” Alves said in an exclusive interview with
AFP. “What I do know is that I am going to try to get to
the World Cup in 2022. My objective is to fight to get
there-I don’t hold the key, but I will try.” Alves suffered
a serious knee injury playing for Paris Saint-Germain in
last season’s French Cup final, barely a month before the
World Cup in Russia. He had just turned 35 and it would
take him six months to return to action.

Since then, he has become an integral part of
Thomas Tuchel’s PSG side and has just been recalled to
the Brazil squad. He is also set to feature when the
French club face Manchester United in their Champions
League last 16 return leg on Wednesday leading 2-0
from the first leg.

Last season’s French Cup was the 38th trophy won
by Alves in a remarkable career that has included being
part of three Champions League victories at Barcelona.

The World Cup is the one trophy missing from his
CV, so it is little wonder he is driven on by the prospect
of finally winning it with Brazil, even if he will be 39 by
the time the next tournament comes around.

“That is why the challenge sort of gets me going. It’s
like saying I’ve met the girl of my dreams. What do I
say to her? I am going to try everything. Imagine end-
ing your career as a world champion.” While many
players younger than Alves have struggled to recover
from serious knee injuries, the Brazilian says he “never
doubted” he would be back.

In his second season at PSG, Alves-one of the great-
est full-backs the game has seen-has been reinvented
by Tuchel as a midfielder. That may partly be down to a
lack of alternatives. However, Alves insists it is not
about him being unable to get up and down the right
flank in the way he used to.

The coach, he says, “uses me for my intelligence in
reading games, more than for my physical strengths,
because as a midfielder I run more and I put in more
effort than as a full-back.

“It is not about anything physical. I can play at full-
back, but I can’t use my reading of the game as much
there. “In the middle I can correct a wrong movement
by a teammate, think more quickly than a teammate,
and so he gets more out of me there than at full-back,
which at the end of the day is more limited-you go a lit-
tle bit that way and you are off the pitch.”

Alves first moved to Europe with Sevilla in 2002 —
and while he is a very well paid member of a superstar
squad now, he claims sometimes it was “hard” in his
early days. After 14 years in Spain he spent a season at
Juventus before joining PSG in 2017, just before the
arrival of his compatriot Neymar.

His contract expires at the end of this season, but he
and his partner, a model, enjoy life in Paris-Alves him-
self is a fashion lover. So could he stay even longer? “It
doesn’t depend on me, but if it were down to me then of
course,” he says.

“People are marked down for their age-once you get
past 30, people look at you a bit funny. When you get
to 35 the questions are all ‘when are you going to
stop?’ Calm down! I decide when I am going to stop.

“It’s the old story, do you want a normal car, or
something top of the range? That is how I am-the older
I am, the more expensive I am!” —AFP

‘I don’t have an 
expiry date’: Alves 

LONDON: The owners of English Premier League
champions Manchester City are considering adding a
team in India to their global portfolio of clubs, chief
executive Ferran Soriano said Monday.

A fortnight ago City Football Group (CFG),

bankrolled by Sheikh Mansour of the Abu Dhabi royal
family, announced they had purchased a stake in
Chinese third-rier club Sichuan Jiuniu. That took the
number of clubs under the CFG banner to seven, with
the group also owning or having stakes in New York
City, Melbourne City, Japan’s Yokohama F Marinos,
Atletico Torque and Girona, as well as star side
Manchester City. 

“We have some interest in some markets and coun-
tries where there is a genuine football passion and
opportunities, like China, but also India,” Britain’s Press
Association quoted Soriano as saying. 

“So there might be other opportunities in Asia. “With
all these developments we have to be patient. We’ve

been looking at India for nearly two years now. I’d say
this year we’ll end up doing an investment in India,” he
added. CFG was established as an umbrella organisation
in 2013 when City’s initial sister club was launched in
New York and Soriano said there was still room for sig-
nificant investment beyond its existing seven teams.  

“As we see it now, there is a natural pace of growth
that we will follow that takes us to more than seven
teams, but not 100 teams. “I cannot see 10 years ahead
but the group might have two or three teams more. Is
this going to change in five years and we’re going to
have more? Maybe, (but) I don’t know that. “But to
complete the vision that we had six years ago, I think
we will have maybe two or three clubs more.” — AFP
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BERLIN: Germany head coach Joachim Loew dropped
a bombshell yesterday by announcing that 2014 World
Cup winners Jerome Boateng, Mats Hummels and
Thomas Mueller are no longer in his plans.

Loew told the Bayern Munich trio before he names the
squad for the friendly against Serbia in Wolfsburg in two
weeks and the Euro 2020 qualifier against the
Netherlands in Amsterdam on March 24. Between them,
Hummels, Boateng, both 30, and Mueller, still only 29,
boast 246 appearances for Germany and were at the
heart of the team which won the 2014 World Cup in
Brazil. However, last year’s debacle at the World Cup
finals in Russia saw Germany crash out after the group
stages due to below-par performances from Loew’s
trusted stars, including the trio. “2019 is the year of a new
start for the German national football team,” said Loew.

“It was important to me personally to explain my
thoughts and plans to the players and managers of FC
Bayern,” added Loew, who flew to Munich to speak to
the trio. The 59-year-old, who masterminded
Germany’s World Cup triumph in Brazil, thanked “Mats,
Jerome and Thomas” for “many successful, extraordi-
nary and unique years together.”

Loew’s decision heralds the end of an impressive
international career for Mueller, who broke through as

a raw 20-year-old at the 2010 World Cup and went on
to score 38 goals in 100 appearances.

Hummels and Boateng, Germany’s successful centre-
back partnership before the disaster at the finals in
Russia, have played in 70 and 76 internationals respec-
tively. Others could also find themselves surplus to
Loew’s requirements in the coming weeks.

Germany captain Manuel Neuer, 32, has a battle to
keep his goalkeeping shirt from Barcelona’s Marc-
Andre ter Stegen, 26. “I said last year that Manuel is
number one right now, but this year we have something
like a new start and Marc will get his chances too,” said
Loew before Tuesday’s announcement.

With a year to go before the European champi-
onships, Loew feels now is the time to remove more of
his old guard having already last year dropped Sami
Khedira, another 2014 World Cup winner.

Loew was heavily criticised in the wake of last year’s
debacle in Russia for failing to give chances to the
reserves, many of whom had won the 2017
Confederations Cup, when his World Cup plans fell
apart. “In the year of qualifying for the European
Championship 2020, we are sending out a clear signal:
the young national team players will have the space
they need to fully develop,” said Loew. “They have to
take responsibility now.”

Loew’s boss, German Football Association president
Reinhard Grindel, who also took flak last year when
Mesut Ozil retired from Germany duty amid claims of
racism, welcomed Loew’s move.

“I welcome the fact that he is now making decisive
progress in transforming our national team and starting
the qualification for EURO 2020 is the right time for
personnel changes,” said Grindel. — AFP

Bayern trio Hummels,
Boateng and Mueller 
out of Germany picture
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DOHA: Emirati club Al Wasl recorded their
first Asian Champions League win in more
than a decade when Fabio de Lima’s 62nd
minute penalty helped them beat Saudi
Arabia’s Al Nassr 1-0 in Dubai yesterday.

The hosts were awarded the spot kick when
striker Yousef Ahmed was brought down by
Abdullah Madu inside the box, and Brazilian
de Lima scored the only goal of the Group A
match. Al Wasl had nothing to show for their
campaign in last year’s tournament as they
crashed out of the group stage in their first
appearance in the competition since 2008.

However, they had the better of the
exchanges the Zabeel Stadium and came close
to scoring on a few occasions, de Lima himself
firing high over the post early in the first half.
An attempt by Salem al-Azizi from inside the
box was saved by Al Nassr’s Australia goal-
keeper Brad Jones, before de Lima again
missed the target late in the second half.

Elsewhere in the same group, Iraq’s Al
Zawraa grabbed a valuable away point with a
goalless draw against Iran’s Zobahan. Al
Zawraa’s appearance marked the first time an

Iraqi club were taking part in the tournament
since 2008 due to on and off-field issues and
they acquitted themselves very well against
the vastly experienced Iranians.

The visitors missed a great chance as
Jabbar Kareem’s header off a Hussein al-
Jwayed cross went just wide of the mark in the
sixth minute. Their defence also held firm,
thwarting a couple of efforts from Zobahan as
the match petered out late-on.

In Group B, Lokomotiv of Uzbekistan beat
the UAE’s Al Wahda 2-0 in Tashkent.
Temorkhuja Abdukholikov put Lokomotiv
ahead just five minutes into the match with a
header from a rebound, after his earlier header
had deflected off the crossbar

Several Al Wahda efforts at goal were wast-
ed but the hosts put the result beyond doubt in
added time, captain Islom Tukhtakhujaev’s fine
free-kick finding the top corner. Meanwhile
Saudi Arabia’s Al Ittihad, sounded an early
warning by thrashing Qatar’s Al Rayyan 5-1 in
Tuesday’s second Group B match.

Gonzalo Viera had put Al Rayyan ahead in
the 23rd minute but Fahad al-Muwallad
equalised in the 45th minute and Abdulaziz al-
Aryani netted in first-half stoppage time to put
the hosts ahead in Jeddah.

Ziyad al-Sahafi and Abdulrahman al-
Ghamdi added two more goals in the second
half before Saudi Arabia international al-
Muwallad struck his second goal in the 78th
minute to complete the rout for the two-time
former winners. — AFP

De Lima guides
Al Wasl
past Al Nassr

LONDON: British female Olympians lined up to criticise the
inclusion of transgender women in women’s sport yesterday, as
debate rages over whether male-to-female athletes retain unfair
physical advantages after taking cross-sex hormones.

The row over who should compete in women’s sport exploded
in October when Rachel McKinnon became the first trans woman
to win a track cycling world title and was reignited when Martina
Navratilova criticised the inclusion of trans women last month.

“I believe it is unfair in the extreme to expect women simply to
move over and make way for male-to-female (MtF) transitioning
athletes,” Sharron Davies, who won a silver medal at the 1980
Olympics, wrote on Twitter yesterday.

“I don’t think you can deny that young boys that have gone
through puberty have certain advantages that women will not
ever get,” Paula Radcliffe, who holds the women’s world record in
the marathon, told the BBC yesterday.

Since 2016 the International Olympic Committee (IOC) has
allowed male-to-female athletes to compete if their testosterone
levels remain below a certain level for a year. The hormone
increases muscle mass, strength and the capacity of the blood to
carry oxygen.

When trans women take cross-sex hormones their body fat
increases and muscle mass decreases, while production of testos-
terone falls. But some campaigners and athletes have argued that
they retain advantages in strength, height, bone structure and red
blood cells - the main source of disagreement.—Reuters

British female Olympians 
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